Characterization of extracellular polymeric substances produced by mixed microorganisms in activated sludge with gel-permeating chromatography, excitation-emission matrix fluorescence spectroscopy measurement and kinetic modeling.
In this work the extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) produced by mixed microbial community in activated sludge are characterized using gel-permeating chromatography (GPC), 3-dimensional excitation-emission matrix (EEM) fluorescence spectroscopy measurement and mathematical modeling. Chromatograms of extracted EPS exhibit seven peaks, among which proteins have four peaks and polysaccharides have three peaks. Evolution of the chromatogram area indicates that the quantity of produced EPS increases significantly in the substrate utilization process. With the parallel factor analysis (PARAFAC) approach, two components of the polymer matrix are identified by the EEM analysis, one as EPS proteins at Ex/Em 280/340 nm and one matrix associated as fulvic-acid-like substances at 320/400 nm. The proteins and fulvic-acid-like substances in the EPS increase in the substrate utilization phase, but decrease in the endogenous phase. To have a better insight into EPS production, the kinetic modeling of EPS is performed with regard to their molecular weight distribution and chemical natures identified by GPC and EEM. In this way, the dynamics of these important microbial products are better understood.